THE SHADOW OF INSTABILITY
ITOGAMI: WAREHOUSE DISTRICT

ALL UNITS, MOBILISE!!

PERMISSION TO FIRE MAGIC BULLETS...

THE DEMON IS TRYING TO ENTER THE PREMISES.

WHAT!?

BUT, ONE OF THEM HAS ESCAPED!

THERE ARE SEVEN CONFIRMED SUSPECTS.
THE TRADING INFORMATION HAS BEEN LEAKED.

IT HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE HUMANS.

FUCK F**K F**K F**K !!!

DAMN!
PLEASE FORGIVE ME...

I DO REGRET DOING THIS...

AND UNDERSTAND MY REASONS FOR DOING SO, MY DEAR ENEMY!!

WHAT HAPPENED?
WHAT?

AN ANALOG SYSTEM WITHOUT EVEN A STANDARD ENCRYPTION HUH.....
WHAT!?!?

ARE YOU THE DEMON MASTER?

HAD YOU THOUGHT YOU WOULD BE ABLE TO GET AWAY?

YOU HAVE TOO MUCH PRIDE IN YOURSELF, YOU CONSPICUOUS WILD CAT.

HOW DID YOU CATCH UP SO FAST?
WHY...
THAT NAME...

THE POLICE TOLD ME THE NAME OF THE PLACE WHERE "CHRISTOPH GRADOSH'S" SUBORDINATE IS...

I'LL KILL YOU!!!

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE-

-FOR YOU TO DO SO...
WHAT?
WHERE...

YOU'RE NOT EVEN THAT HIGH RANKING A WITCH...

CLOSED CONTROL MAGIC...?

YOU CAN'T BE....
THE WITCH OF THE VOID...

MINAMIYA NATSUKI?!
Have you still not killed enough demons, witch?

What is a terrorist of the royal country doing in this Far East Zone?

It might be my hobby but I have been entrusted to this duty by the Island Guard.

*whack* !!!

It is because...

They are hurrying in the preparations for tomorrow's lesson...
I thought she was going to be in the lab this week...

*Yawn*

Huh? Was mom coming back today?

If yes, then...

Did mom came back yet?

...I'll put on coffee for three peo-
AHH... WHY... IS H-HIMERAGI... HERE!!?

GYYYYAAA AAAAAA AAAAAAAA

KYYYYYAAA AAAAAA

W-W-WAIT... I-I- CAN EXPLAIN THIS IS NOT WHAT I
Actually, that's the best round kick I've ever seen.

Umm... are you okay?

No, even I used to be bad at it.

Yeah... somehow...

Oye... that I'd have to make it look like an accident...

Senpai is detestable, so since the beginning I knew....
DON'T FORGIVE THIS HENTAI-KUN SO EASILY...

THAT'S NO GOOD... YUKINACKAN.

WON'T HE GET MORE AND MORE COCKY?

AH--- YOU DID SAY IT...

AH!?

LIKE I SAID ALREADY, IT WAS AN ACCIDENT!!

GEEZ, THIS IS ALL 'CAUSE YOU DIDN'T EVEN HEAR ME PROPERLY!

WHAT ACCIDENT!? YOU DIDN'T EVEN KNOCK! AND DIDN'T I SAY THAT YUKINA-CHAN WILL BE VISITING OUR HOUSE!!

WE WERE TAKING MEASUREMENTS AND SEWING COSTUMES FOR THE UPCOMING TOURNAMENT!!
YES!

CHEERLEADER?

...IF SHE DRESSES AS A PRINCESS AND CHEERS FOR THEM THEN ALL HER DYING VASSALS WILL AIM FOR VICTORY......

THE BOY'S TEAM?

THE BOY'S TEAM OF OUR CLASS KNEEL DOWN AND REQUESTED YUKINA-CHAN...

...DO YOU WANT ME TO CHEER FOR YOU, KOJOU-KUN?

I'M A PART OF THE CHEERLEADING TEAM, SO I'LL BE CHEERING ALONG WITH YUKINA-CHAN...

WH...WHY? EVEN THOUGH I'M NOT THAT PRETTY?

...FOR THE SCHOOL'S BALL GAME TOURNAMENT.

IT'LL BE EMBARRASSING IF I GET INTO SUCH HIGH SPIRITS...

EHH? WHY?

NOT ESPECIALLY.
Do you mean that I’m embarrassed?!

Wrong! I just meant that there’s no need to go so far as to cheer for me in such a match!

Not really, you’ll just be cheering for me... so there’s nothing to be abashed about!!

Ah, the so-called one-man team.

Are you still worried about last year’s tournament?

Listen... Kojou-kun.

Cause of his passion of winning, he was isolated in his own club.

It isn’t related at all...

...No, not really.

Yeah.

...Really?
IS THAT SO? IT CAN'T BE HELPED THEN.

THEN WE'LL SHOW YOU HOW WELL WE CHEER...

YES!

LATER THEN...

...

YES...

BASKET...?
WON'T YOU CARRY THIS FOR ME?

WHAT'S THAT?

GOOD-MORNING.

YO!

THAT'S UNUSUAL, YOU COMING THIS EARLY.....

AH RIGHT!

HMM......

AH, IT'S MY BADMINTON SET, TO PRACTISE FOR THE TOURNAMENT OBVIOUSLY!

EVEN YOU SHOW SOME SENSE ONCE IN A WHILE, HUH!

THE ONE'S IN THE SCHOOL WEREN'T ENOUGH SO I BORROWED THIS FROM NEE-CHAN.
And people often say "Asagi-san, the high school beauty who can look out for other..."

Occasionally, I used to be extra careful...

PFFT!

So, which event are you joining?

Dunno, I asked Tsukishima to put me in the easiest one...

Wait, don't laugh!!

Yea yeah, a high-school beauty...
YOU TWO FINALLY MADE AN APPEARANCE.

OH...!

IS THAT SO?

HE'S A GOOD ADDITION...

YOU WEREN'T LISTENING TO ME....

EH? WHAT?

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?!

HMM?

WHAT'S THAT?!
Yup, singles have decreased and mixed doubles have increased.

Apparently, the rules have changed starting this year.

...like...

But even so, why did I get paired with Kojou-kun...

But, didn't you say that you...
I bribed a few people. As there weren't enough.

Akatsuki-kun, don't say anything.

Even I was looking forward to it.

Badminton... huh...

A lot of people will be there to see me practise.

Then, what should I do...
Huh? You are wearing tennis shorts under that, right?

Isn't this a bit too short?

Hey...

Isn't it fine!? You look cute!

Geez---! That's not the problem!!

...Still I was surprised all of a sudden...

Ahaa... Well, it was Yase-kun's call so....
Though it's startling, isn't it?

Because somehow that brat really likes competition...

To think that he disliked practise amongst other things

Ah... as I thought...

Isn't it because he's with Asagi? He shows interest.

I wonder.

Then, I'll be leaving first.

Withal... you would know the reasons better than me....

Eh... not specifically, it isn't like that.
I LOOK CUTE, DON'T I...
I'll go and see what she's up to.
!? 

THE BENCH EXPLODED?! 

WHAT...
WHO IS THAT?
AND WHERE’S HIS AIM?

OYE, OYE, WHAT’S NEXT?
ARROW TRANSFORMATION?

WHAT SHOULD I DO?

THEY LOOK PRETTY STRONG!!
SENPAI!
Duck!
ARE YOU OKAY, SENPAI?
PLEASE DON'T STARE SO MUCH!

THOSE ARE HIMERAGI'S CLOTHES...

AKATSUKIKI KOJOU!!

FOURTH PROGENITOR.
join us at Saiko Scans!

We are looking for Translators, Cleaners, Redrawers. It's fine even if you are not a professional or have a prior experience. Please send your applications to animergaita@gmail.com or PM SoavyKiD in #AnimeRG@iro.mizun.net

Saiko Scans Come Join the Fun!
WE REALLY NEED YOUR HELP AND PLEASE COME AND RATE OUR WORK AND LET US KNOW HOW WE CAN IMPROVE.

THIS IS OUR FIRST WORK, AND WE HOPE YOU LIKED IT.

AND LAST, BUT NOT THE LEAST!!!

THANX TO KAMIFARI FOR CREATING THESE AMAZING COVER IMAGES!
I'm kinda tired from translating manga.

So, I was thinking, maybe I can take a little 1 week break...?

Hey Scavvy... Listen...!

No!!!

Huh...? Break...?